Hypoxia targeted gene therapy to increase the efficacy of tirapazamine as an adjuvant to radiotherapy: reversing tumor radioresistance and effecting cure.
Solid tumors are characterized by regions of hypoxia that are inherently resistant to both radiotherapy and some chemotherapy. To target this resistant population, bioreductive drugs that are preferentially toxic to tumor cells in a hypoxic environment are being evaluated in clinical trials; the lead compound, tirapazamine (TPZ), is being used in combination with cisplatin and/or with radiotherapy. Crucially, tumor response to TPZ is also dependent on the cellular complement of reductases. In particular, NADPH:cytochrome P450 reductase (P450R) plays a major role in the metabolic activation of TPZ. In a gene-directed enzyme prodrug therapy (GDEPT) approach using adenoviral delivery, we have overexpressed human P450R specifically within hypoxic cells in tumors, with the aim of harnessing hypoxia as a trigger for both enzyme expression and drug metabolism. The adenovirus used incorporates the hypoxia-responsive element (HRE) from the lactate dehydrogenase gene in a minimal SV40 promoter context upstream of the cDNA for P450R. In a human tumor model in which TPZ alone does not potentiate radiotherapeutic outcome (HT1080 fibrosarcoma), we witnessed complete tumor regression when tumors were virally transduced before treatment.